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Theorem. Let f be a continuous map of a compact interval I into itself. If the set of periodic points of f is a closed set then every chain recurrent point is periodic.
One may think of a chain recurrent point as a point that looks periodic on a computer, i.e. where error is allowed (see §2 for the definition). Thus, the theorem asserts that (if the hypothesis is satisfied) every point that looks periodic on a computer is actually periodic.
Nitecki [8] and Ziong [10] prove that if the hypothesis of our theorem is satisfied then every nonwandering point is periodic. Previous related results and special cases may be found in [1 and 5] .
Note that while the nonwandering set is always a subset of the chain recurrent set the reverse inclusion need not hold. Before proving the theorem, we give some definitions and obtain some basic properties of the chain recurrent set which hold for continuous maps of a compact metric space to itself.
2. Chain recurrent points and the chain recurrent set. in this section we let / be a continuous map from a compact metric space (X, d) into itself. Let x, y E X. An E-chain from x to y is a finite sequence of points {x", x,.xn) of X with x = x0.
I.OUIS BLOCK AND J E FRANKE y = xn and d( /(a, , ), .v, ) < e for i' = 1.«. We say .v can be chained to y if for every e > 0 there is an £-chain from x to y, and we say x is chain recurrent if x can be chained to itself. The set of all chain recurrent points is called the chain recurrent set and denoted by R( /).
For any nonnegative integer n we define /". inductively by letting /" be the identity map and /"=/■• f" '. A point a G A is called a periodic point of / if /"(a) = x for some positive integer n. and the smallest such n is called the period of
The following property of the chain recurrent set (which may be easily verified) is false for the nonwandering set [6] .
Lemma 2. If x E R(f) then fk(x) can be chained to x for every positive integer k.
Proof. Since the conclusion follows immediately if a is a periodic point of/, we may assume that a is not periodic. Let Ó", be the distance from a to the set {/(a). f\x)./a + i(a)} andlete>0.
By the uniform continuity off, f2./* * ', there is a 8 > 0 such that if y, z E X and d(y, z)< 8 then d(f'(y), f'(z)) < min{c/(A: + 1). 8{/(k + 1)} for; = 0. 1.k + 1. Let {a", a,.a,,} be a ô-chain from a to a. Note that for / = 1.k
we see that a, =£ x for i: = 1.k + 1. Hence any ¿¡-chain from a to a must have more than k + 2 elements. A similar argument shows that d(fk^ ](x), xk + ,) < e. Hence {fk(x),xk + ],xk_2.a,,}
is an e-chain from fk(x) tOA" = A. Q.E.D.
We say a set F C X is positively chain invariant if for every y G F and a G A\ F. y cannot be chained to a. The next lemma follows directly from Lemma 2 and this definition. G (a -e2, b + e, ) . Let e = min(E2, £,/2).
Suppose that z can be chained to>>. Then there is an e-chain {a(), a,_,x"} from z to y. By choice of e, it follows that if 0 < k < n and aa G (a -e2, b + £,) then aa + , G (a -e2, b + £,).
Hence, each element of the chain (a", a,,. .. ,xn) is in the interval (a -e2, b + £, ). This is a contradiction since xn -y and y G (a -e2, b + £, ). Q.E.D.
The following lemma is a slight modification of Lemma 6 of [1] . The proof given in [1] applies in this case.
Lemma 5. Let W be an open interval in I which contains no periodic points of f. Suppose that if an endpoint of W is not a fixed point of f then it is an endpoint of I and is not periodic.
Suppose also that for some y" E W, f( y" ) < y". Then for every positive integer n and every y E W,f"(y) < y.
As noted in [8] , it follows from [2] that if/has a periodic point whose period is not a power of two. then the set of periodic points of/ is not a closed set. Thus, from [7] (or Lemma 1.6 of [9]) we obtain the following. Lemma 6. Suppose that the set of periodic points offis a closed set. and suppose that for some z E I and some positive integer m. f(z) < z </'"(r).
Then there is a point s" E I such that f'(z)>s"for i -0, 2.4.m -2. and f'(z)<s" for ; = 1. 3.5.m -1.
Proof of the Theorem. Let a G / be any point which is not periodic. We will show that a is not chain recurrent. Let Wx denote the component of the complement (in /) of the set of periodic points of/with x E Wv Let W be the unique open interval such that W= Wv Then either a G W or x is an endpoint of / and an endpoint of W.
By Lemma 1, to show that a is not chain recurrent for/, we may show that x is not chain recurrent for fk. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that W satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5, and f"(y) <y for every y E W and every positive integer n.
Let/j denote the left endpoint of W. Then/( p) -p and x ¥= p. Let A = U^ "/"([ p, a]). Note that A is an interval whose right endpoint is x and /( A ) C A. Let a denote the left endpoint of A.
We claim that a G/( A ). It follows from Lemma 5 and the definition of A that x G/(A). Thus, to prove the claim, it suffices to show that f(a)=£ x (since /(A ) = /(A). \f a E Ait follows that /( a ) =^ a, so we may assume that a G K. Note that a G/(A) = f(K), but aEf(K) (since /( A ) C A ). Thus, since a is the only element of K\K,f(a) -a. Hence/(a) # a. This establishes our claim that a G /( A ).
We will show that /( A ) can be extended to a positively chain invariant set which does not contain a and does contain /(a). Once this is shown, it follows from Lemma 3 that a is not chain recurrent.
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